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Abstract 
 

Sweden is moving towards a society where not being a feminist is considered unmodern and 

conservative. People are fighting for women's rights and equality between the sexes. This 

feminist movement in Sweden is starting to show in more and more businesses. The fashion 

business has recently adapted the same movement and feminism has been used in different 

types of marketing, such as gender neutral merchandising or statement advertisements. The 

focus of this thesis is statements on products and the purpose is to investigate how Swedish 

consumers’ brand image of a high end fashion brand is affected by the brand using symbols of 

feminist statements on their products. The theoretical framework has been separated into three 

categories; Brand Image, Consumer Behaviour and Politics in Fashion, which sums up in a 

conceptual model. The model is tested in the empirical findings that were discovered through 

two focus groups. Consumers critical minds and high awareness of companies advertising 

techniques results in the conclusion that consumers demand more political effort in order to 

trust and accept the statement, apparently an important factor when it comes to change of 

brand image.  
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Sammanfattning 

 
Sverige närmar sig ett samhälle där att inte kalla sig för feminist anses omodernt och 

konservativt. Människor kämpar för kvinnors rättigheter och jämstäldhet mellan könen. Den 

feministiska rörelsen börjar även ta plats i fler och fler branscher. Modebranchen har nyligen 

tagit till sig feminism vilket syns i flera former av marknadsföring, till exempel könsneutral 

marknadsföring och politiska ställningstaganden i marknadsföringen. Fokuset för detta arbete 

är politiska ställningstaganden på produkter. Syftet är att undersöka hur svenska kunders 

brand image av ett high-endmodemärke påverkas av att märket tar feministisk ställning på 

sina produkter. Den teoretiska referensramen är uppdelad i tre kategorier; Brand Image, 

Consumer Behaviour och Politics in Fashion vilka tillsammans bygger en konceptuell modell. 

Modellen testas på det empiriska resultatet som samlats in genom två fokusgrupper. 

Konsumenters kritiska tänkande och medvetenhet om hur företag arbetar med marknadsföring 

resulterar i slutsatsen att kunder efterfrågar mer politiskt arbete för att öka trovärdigheten I 

budskapen vilket visar sig vara en viktig faktor när det kommer till att förändra brand image.
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1 Introduction  
 

Fashion shares the same influences and aspects as any art form and commonly reflects the 

surroundings and the society that it exists in (McRobbie 1999). Examples are Picasso painting 

civil war reflecting artwork (Attia 2010) and the musical band NWA touching on police 

brutality towards black people in America (Bradley & DuBois 2010). In the same manner, 

fashion is a mirror to what is going on in the world and fashion has historically also stood up 

for specific political matters; for example designer Stella McCartney refusing real leather and 

fur products for animal rights (Peta 2014) or American Apparel's “Legalize Gay” campaign 

promoting acceptance (American Apparel 2010). As for now, one well mentioned political 

movement is feminism, issuing women's rights and gender equality (Redfern & Aune 2013). 

 

According to The Encyclopaedia Britannica the definition of feminism is stated as follows: 

“the belief in the social, economic, and political equality of the sexes.”
 
(Encyclopedia 

Britannica 2016). This particular issue has been well talked about the last couple of years and 

have been stated in several situations and media, one example being the speech that Emma 

Watson gave for UN Women and the campaign “HeforShe” in September 2014, emphasising 

the importance of everyone working together towards gender equality (UN Women 2014). 

Another widely recognised moment of feminism in 2014 was the event of Malala Yousafzai 

receiving the Nobel Peace prize for advocating education rights for girls all over the world 

(Nobel Media AB 2014). Within the art field, feminism has been mirrored in several ways. 

Yoko Ono made the famous art project called “Cut Piece” as a protest against racism, sexism 

and violence on women (React Feminist 2003). Feminist statements has also been seen on the 

music scene. A quite recent example is the part of the Nigerian writer Ngozi Adichie's speech 

about feminism, explaining her interpretation on feministic values that Beyoncé used in her 

song “Flawless” (The Guardian 2013). 

 

Looking at today’s fashion and clothing industry, the use of words such as “feminism” and 

“equality” have been seen in both marketing and on garments. One example is Chanel at the 

SS15 New York Fashion Week in September 2014, who made a clear feminist statement 

while they made their models walk the runway with banners that said “Ladies First” and 

“History is Her Story” (Vogue 2014). This received criticism from press claiming that the 

brand was capitalising on a movement in order to sell their products and Head of Design Karl 

Lagerfeld himself explained it to be “in time” and not intentionally an attempt to change the 

situation of equality on a political level (Vogue 2014). 

 

In Sweden, one example is Acne Studio’s Autumn/Winter 2015 collection, which had several 

obvious feminist statements written on garments, with scarves stating “gender equality” or 

“radical feminist” and sweaters with patches expressing  “women power” (Blalock 2015). 

This was officially commented by Acne Studio's Creative Director Johnny Johansson, saying 

the collection was created as an attempt to capture the feeling of equality (Elle 2015). The 

collection received both praise and criticism, one writer claiming it was “refreshing to see a 

brand creating something that is not sexistic” (Richtman 2015), another calling it an 

expensive way to show solidarity (Forbes 2015).  

 

From these examples we ask ourselves, does Acne Studio’s, or any other brands’ feminist 

messages, genuine or not, change the image of the brand? 
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1.1 Background & Research Overview 

 

Brand image is a widely researched topic within corporate finance and can be defined as “the 

total impression an entity makes on the minds of others. It is the most powerful influence in 

the way people perceive things, and should be a crucial concept in shaping our marketing, 

advertising, and communications efforts” (Dichter 1985, p.75). It is argued by Bengtsson and 

Östberg (2011) that people chose to identify with a brand to feel coherency and to be 

connected with the brand’s values and image. According to Malhotra (1988), consumer 

behaviour is also depending on the brand’s image and its values. Levy (1959) introduced the 

concept of brands carrying symbolic meanings. According to him, symbols, meanings and 

attitudes are reflections of a company’s personality, which subsequently transfers to the 

customer representing that image. According to Cerantola (2001), people essentially become 

“human billboards” of their chosen brands when wearing the products. Brand image can 

subsequently lead to brand loyalty, which is a “dedication of the costumer to the brand to 

purchase it over and over again“ (Saeed et al. 2013, p.1366). 

 

A brand’s image also changes when new associations fill the brand (Bengtsson & Östberg 

2011).  Is it then possible that a political standpoint in marketing could create new 

associations to the brand? As mentioned above, politics has previously been intertwined 

within fashion and feminism could be the next standpoint to touch on. The research on the 

topic of feminism in branding is, however narrow.  

 

In 2014, 47% of the population in Sweden claimed they called themselves feminists, 

compared to 2010 when only 33% made that same statement (Sveriges Radio 2014). The 

political party Feministiskt Initiativ increased their amount of voters from 0,4% to 3,12% of 

the voting population between the 2010 election and the 2014 election (Valmyndigheten 

2014). These numbers can possibly correlate with the fact that Sweden is the sixth most equal 

country in the world with only 5,5% difference between the sexes on the Gender Inequality 

Index that measures skewness between genders on e.g. health and employment rate (Globalis 

2014). 

 

Due to feminism being so current in Sweden, it is interesting to look at how it is connected to 

fashion marketing. When looking at older research within the field, there are articles touching 

on how women are portrayed in magazines (Crossley 2010) or how they need to dress 

compared to men (Sternadori & Hagseth 2014; Crossley 2010). Sternadori and Hagseth 

(2014) researched on how feminism, or the lack of it, is displayed in fashion magazines. They 

argued that fashion has always been used as a tool to gain status and claim a position in 

society by dressing a certain way. They also argued that women often adopt different typical 

masculine symbols, for example wearing a suit, in order to gain status. Another article also 

touching on the lack of feminism in fashion magazines find it to be more common with 

feminist elements in “women's” magazines nowadays (Crossley 2010). It is, however, 

mirrored only as an exhortation to individual power and does not actually explain it on an 

analytical or political level and therefore does not encourage the readers to challenge 

inequalities.  
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1.2 Problem Discussion 

There are several studies regarding the history of feminism, what it stems from and how 

feminism has taken form in society (Scott 2004). The field of where feminism is today and 

what role it has in today’s society is also examined in literature (Evans 1995). The connection 

between feminism and fashion has mainly been examined in regards to lack of feminism and 

the presence of sexism. As discovered when researching, previous studies are looking at 

society and fashion where feminism is absent though there are little to be found on the 

opposite; when feminism is used. How feminism in fashion marketing is affecting customer’s 

perceived brand image is not widely researched either. There is press to be found on feminist 

messages in art and marketing (The Guardian 2013; Vogue 2014), but we did not find 

academic studies on this topic which leaves an empty slot in scientific studies.  

 

If brand image is the most powerful influence on how consumers perceive a brand, as Dichter 

(1985) claimed, it is relevant to analyse how brand image is affected when a political stand is 

taken by the company. It is reasonable to believe that fashion is a way to state ones’ status and 

also to strive for equality. If what one wears is such a powerful symbol of gender norms, then 

wearing statements such as “Gender Equality” or “Women Power” could be a valid method of 

reaching exactly that goal. Since Sweden is considered to be the 6th most equal country in the 

world and the fact that almost 50% of the population call themselves feminists, they might be 

prone to gravitate towards feminist marketing in fashion. Are they ready to endorse the 

message and become billboards of feminist statements? 

 

If a company takes a stand in a particular political issue and in that way add a political 

association to their brand image it is natural to think that the consumer indirect adapt the same 

statement. Some consumers might become involved in this collection due to its political 

statements, either praising it or dismissing it. In this case, using political statements in 

marketing could be a big risk for a company's brand image since it could be both strengthened 

or weakened depending on who perceives the image. However, a customer buying a scarf 

from Acne Studios stating “Radical Feminist” might not actually intend to stand behind the 

message. The consumer might purchase these products as a fashion- or economical statement, 

factors that currently play a big part in the company's brand image.  

 

1.3 Purpose and Question 

The purpose of this research is to investigate how and if a political statement like feminism 

used in fashion companies marketing affect the consumer's brand image. If the consumer 

agrees or not; does this actually change his or her perceived image of the brand? Our goal is 

to create a model that explains relation between feminist political statements in marketing and 

brand image.  

 

To achieve the research’s purpose following question will be used:  

 

How are Swedish consumers’ perception of a high end fashion brand’s brand image affected 

by the company’s use of symbols of feminist statements on their products? 
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2 Methodology 
 

We were looking to research if consumers’ image of a brand changes when the brand states a 

certain political opinion, in our case feminism, and it was therefore appropriate for us to make 

a qualitative study. This will be motivated throughout this segment. The empirical study has 

been used to gain understanding in attitudes towards political statements in fashion marketing 

and to test a model that we conducted after our theoretical framework was formed. Our 

research followed an abductive method since we first created a model based on our theoretical 

findings and then tested it on the respondents for our empirical study.  

 

In order to give the respondents the best ability to answer to our research, we wanted to have 

an open discussion and not give pre-decided answers. We wanted to be able to show pictures 

of cases where feminism is present in marketing so that we could interpret the respondents’ 

reactions to them. From these conditions, we concluded that focus groups were the best 

alternative to gain appropriate and trustworthy material for our analysis. 

 

Since we were interested in people's different interpretations on brands and feminist symbols 

and use a qualitative method, the research has elements of constructivist ontology. We 

assumed that vital terms in our research are social constructions and in order not to have 

prejudiced opinions of what our respondents think feminism or brand image is, we did not 

predefine the definitions (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 36).  

 

To strengthen our research we made a pilot study, also in form of a focus group, where we 

tested our interview questions on six randomly selected people. We were able to see if the 

questions were easy to interpret and could alter the structure of the questions in order for the 

discussion to flow naturally. The pilot study helped us ensure that we were not bias in any 

way. The focus groups touched on political matters and we recognized, after our pilot study, 

how we were to behave for the next two focus groups in order to receive valid answers. To 

increase validity we dressed and acted neutral during the discussion since we did not want 

them to be affected by our presence. The location we choose for our discussion was a relaxed 

and non distracting place, which ensured us that the respondents felt safe and calm, which 

resulted in honest answers (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 421).  

 

Acne Studios and their AW15 collection, was used as a case for the focus groups and the 

entire research. They represented “a Swedish high end fashion brand” in our study. We were 

easily able to access respondents for our focus groups that were aware of the brand due to the 

high awareness of Acne Studios in Sweden.  

 

During our focus groups, we kept a semiotic approach, meaning that the empirical study was 

based on the interpretation of symbols (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 283). We showed pictures of 

the symbols that Acne Studios had stated on their garments for their AW15 collection. We 

also showed a picture of a similar statement by H&M. This enabled us to identify possible 

differences between two different brands, which encouraged us to analyse if the different 

senders have different effects on consumers’ perceived image. The topic of discussion was 

how feminist symbols in marketing are perceived and how those affect the respondents’ 

overall image of the brand. We wanted to avoid hypothetical arguments or informant type 

answers from the respondents and did therefore ask direct questions on their attitudes towards 

the matter (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 248). To avoid the respondents being restrictive in their 

answers we did not demand that they expressed their personal political opinion. However this 
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did not affect our analysis since we only were interested in peoples’ view of political 

statements in fashion marketing. 

 

We based the empirical study on two focus groups including six people respectively. The 

respondents were selected through convenience sampling. Since the population was 

undefined, we were not able to make a probability sample and we instead used a non-

probability sample. By choosing convenience sampling we were able to choose who 

participated in the discussion and therefore formed diverse groups of respondents, which 

increased the validity of our research (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 455). Both groups included a 

mix of people with different genders and ages and were from the Stockholm area. The 

respondents were hand picked by us and we carefully chose people who are either regular 

customers at Acne Studios, or people who are not. 

 

The qualitative research was supplemented with previous scientific studies within the fields of 

brand image, consumer behaviour and politics in fashion. 

 

2.1 Alternative Methods & Critique 

An alternative qualitative method to focus groups would have been individual interviews with 

each respondent. Since our research is based on consumers’ perspectives, conducting 

individual interviews would have been too time consuming for our study. It is natural that 

some individuals talk more than others in a group discussion (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 464) 

and although interviews would have made sure every respondent’s voice was heard, we would 

not have had the time to interview enough amount of people needed and the generalizability 

would have been very low.  

 

Even though this is a qualitative research, a quantitative method (e.g. a survey) could have 

been made to collect data. This would have been a good method to use to reach a great 

amount of respondents, however, the problem we researched required discussions and open 

questions. Therefore, a survey would have been a problematic method for this kind of study. 

 

An advantage with our method of choice was that we avoided predefined answers. We did not 

want to interfere with the respondents’ thoughts and opinions, which could have been the case 

with a quantitative research method (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 455). By using a qualitative 

research method we increased trustworthiness due to people's possibility to express their 

opinions in their own words. Also, this opened up to the possibilities of unexpected answers 

that were useful for our analysis. By having a qualitative method we were guaranteed to know 

who were responding to our questions (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 230). With a survey we 

would not have been sure who was responding, however, by us being present, we made sure 

that our sample of respondents were the ones who participated. 

 

There are some negative aspects to having focus groups that could have affected our result. 

One of them is that having a group of people discussing might lead to someone not wanting to 

express their opinions, possibly due to shyness (Bryman & Bell 2011, p. 464). Another 

problematic outcome is that some people may have one opinion but express another, 

depending on if those people are sensitive to peer pressure or simply know that their opinions 

are not politically correct. This is called The Social Desirability Effect (Bryman & Bell 2011, 

p. 224), which refers to some answers being more socially desirable and are more likely to be 

accepted than one that is not. Also, practical things such as finding people who are willing to 

participate or finding a time and place suitable for everyone could be problematic. 
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Having two separate focus groups, with questions tested in advance in a pilot study, validated 

our research and increased dependability. Considering our issue and purpose, we found this 

method to be trustworthy and useful for further analysis.  
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3 Theoretical Framework 
 

The theoretical framework is based on three topics; Brand Image, Consumer Behaviour and 

Politics in Fashion. These three separate topics are essential for us to understand in order to 

further analyse how political messages in fashion affect the brand image, consumer behaviour 

and how they all relate to each other. They will all be connected throughout this segment. 

 

3.1 Brand Image 

In order to understand the importance of brand image we need to know how it is created; how 

things are interpreted, how customers make up their image of a brand and what factors that 

affect the creation process.  

 

Brand image can be described as the “personality” of the brand. Brand personality, in turn, is 

defined as “the set of human characteristics associated with a brand” (Aaker 1997, p. 347). 

This personality is often associated with the brand when marketed in a certain way and is 

therefore important in the process of creating brand loyalty (Marconi 2000) and a strong 

brand (Aaker 1997). 

 

Companies using brand personality in their advertising differentiate themselves from the 

market, which in turn can lead to consumers forming a special attachment to the brand in 

question (Biel 1993). Consumers value conformity between self-image and brand Image. This 

makes it important for companies to build marketing strategies using brand associated 

symbolic meanings, in order to create a good relationship between both images (Khan 2000). 

According to Kim & Hall (2014) one thing to know about brand personality is that it is 

usually fluid and varies depending on what is currently modern on the market and therefore 

demanded. They argue that the characterizing feature for the fashion industry and fashion 

brands is that success is widely determined by the ability to update their products. 

 

Products are often divided into two different types; utilitarian and symbolic, that have 

different personalities, where fashion products are usually categorized as symbolic (Ang & 

Lim 2006). Levy (1959, p.118) stated that “people buy things not for what they can do, but 

also for what they mean”. This implies that there is not only a functional aspect of buying 

clothing, but personal values are influencing the decision. These ideas have been further 

established by Belk (1988) who argues that the consumption of products is important for our 

self-definition.  

 

Branded goods are of polysemic character, meaning they have many different meanings 

depending on who is consuming (Bengtsson 2002). According to him, the personal meanings 

of a brand are created through a negotiation between the consumer and the symbols associated 

with the brand, which he calls Brand Meaning Formation. This theory goes well in hand with 

another research made by C.J. Thompson, Pollio and Locander (1994) who stated that 

meaning is created when personal and cultural meanings work together. In order to create the 

brand image that a brand strive for they need to acknowledge consumers’ personal meanings 

of symbols as each individual's interpretation of cultural mindsets (Thompson, C.J. Pollio & 

Locander 1994). To best be able to understand how brands create meaning for consumers it is 

good to separate the affecting factors into three different “environments” (Ligas & Cotte 

1999). They created a model explaining how these three environments work together and 

create brand meaning (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. A Framework for the Brand Negotiation process (Ligas & Cotte 1999, p. 611)  

 

The Marketing Environment comprises different types of marketing strategies such as 

advertising or social media and tries to provide consumers with the intended meaning of a 

brand. The Individual Environment is where the consumers interpret the information they 

receive from the advertising and creates individual meaning to it. The Social Environment is 

where the negotiation of brand meaning, basically the brand's personality, takes place through 

social interaction. The negotiation of brand meaning is constantly happening in this process 

(Ligas & Cotte 1999). This model puts an important angle to our research when it comes to 

analysing interpretation of political symbols.  

 

3.2 Consumer Behaviour 

To understand what makes the psychology behind a purchase or identification with a brand, 

we need to look at consumer behaviour. In order to understand why people consume specific 

products, we need to study the importance of matching one’s self with brand personality, look 

at what things motivate consumption and more importantly, how these things are decided. 

Finally, we look at consumers’ ability to understand how companies work with branding in 

order to connect this to brand image. 

 

People consume according to their values, and the more the brand’s personality resonates with 

consumers’ personalities the more likely they are to consume the products of that brand (Sirgy 

1982). People tend to choose brands that represent their personality and self, and use brands to 

express themselves (Malhotra 1988).  
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According to Solomon, Bamossy, Askegaard and Hogg (2013, p. 498-499), people’s 

personalities are in most cases also affected by the society they were born into or live in. They 

claim that culture is “a concept crucial to the understanding of consumer behaviour “ and 

defines it as “the accumulation of shared meanings, rituals, norms and traditions among the 

members of an organization or a society”. According to them, every part of such a 

community, from individuals and organizations to political and economical systems, is 

defined by culture. Consumers in a society are formed by this concept and unconsciously buy 

products according to the culture (Solomon et al. 2013). They explain the importance of 

products being launched at the right time, resonating with the current values of society: 

 

A consumer's culture determines the overall priorities they attach to different 

activities or products. [...] A product that provides benefits consistent with 

those desired by members of a culture at a particular time has a much better 

chance of attaining acceptance in the marketplace.  

        

(Solomon et al. 2013, p. 530) 

 

As Levy (1959) stated, consumers buy things not only for their utilities but also for its 

symbolic meanings. When purchasing a certain brand and wearing certain clothes, consumers 

are looking to express themselves and fulfil social needs (Malhotra 1987). Examples are 

showing status or expressing an opinion towards something (Choi 2014).  

 

Kressmann et al. (2006), who also stated that the relationship between consumers self and the 

brands/ products personality is vital for the purchase to be made, call this self-image 

congruence. As well as Malhotra (1987), they argue that consumers tend to “match” both 

images and in this way evaluate the brand. Evaluating a brand by its symbolic meanings is 

usually easier than evaluating the functional meanings and is therefore what is done first by 

the consumer. Symbolic meanings are also more “self-relevant” than functional ones 

(Kressman et al. 2006). If a customer prefers a specific brand’s product to others’ due to self-

image congruence, they may build a loyal relationship with that brand, called brand loyalty 

(Oliver 1999). This theory would apply to fashion brands in that they build brand loyalty 

through identification with a brand image and not only for the brand’s garment’s functional 

aspects.  

 

Holt (2002) studied the relationship between consumers and companies branding and created 

a model explaining it (Fig. 2). He claims that, while companies constantly work on their 

branding and how to build a strong image, consumers become more and more aware of how 

companies work with branding activities and in what way they try to convince people to 

consume. According to him, this kind of act can lead to consumers becoming cynical and 

eventually choose not to consume products from the brand whose marketing they find 

offensive or stultifying.  
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Figure 2. A simplified version of Holt’s model (Holt 2002, p. 81) 

 

3.3 Politics in Fashion 

To be able to understand what relation politics has to fashion we need to look at scenarios 

where those have been intertwined in the past. We also need to see in what way politics could 

be introduced in the fashion business in order to succeed as a concept. Furthermore we need 

to understand the possible meanings behind Acne Studio’s political messages. Finally, these 

things will lead to how consumers react to political symbols and are therefore crucial for us to 

know in order to make assumptions regarding political statements affect on consumers brand 

image on fashion brands.  

 

Simmel (1957) has described fashion as an imitation and it serves as a symbol of collectivism 

and dressing a certain way can create a feeling of unity and relationship to a certain 

movement or culture. Vrencoska (2009) named two political functions of clothing; “they 

challenge the society’s dominant symbols, and they unite groups that challenge society’s 

dominant ideas and imagery”. She said that clothes are symbols of collective identity and one 

is given an identity by wearing them. 

 

Fashion has a big demand fluctuation, the industry is highly competitive and a brand is 

successful by reaching out and building a brand personality (Choi 2014). Vrencoska (2009) 

argued that political statements in fashion requires a designer that wants to deliver the 

political message and a customer who wants to adopt the symbols for identification. 

 

Vrencoska (2009) researched on how political statements may play a part in today’s 

commercial fashion. According to her, an important aspect of successfully integrating politics 

in a fashion collection is to follow the current fashion cycle with disciplined consideration of 

the fall/winter and spring/summer formula. She also stated that innovation and memorability 

in presentation of the collections is important in order to reach recognition by potential 

customers. However Kahn (2000) claimed that though political statements in fashion may see 
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a short-term commercial success, the messages themselves will not have a social impact if 

they do not challenge current fashion structure and system. 

 

One example from Kahn (2000) on political statements in fashion is Katherine Hamnett’s 

“58% don’t want Pershing” quote on her t-shirt that she wore when visiting the, at the time, 

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. The message on the t-shirt was displaying the public 

opposition of the Pershing missiles in the UK 1982. The t-shirt was also included in her AW 

collection that year. Kahn (2000) argued that though the message was significant at the time, 

the message was short lived and because of the way the fashion industry is constructed, the 

product was only relevant for that fashion season. She continued by stating that authenticity of 

a political statement on a season bound piece of clothing is questionable due to its relatively 

short life of relevance. She discussed that fashion does not renew society but simply has the 

ability to reflect it and she claims would make any political message in fashion hollow in 

content as it only reflects the current trends. 

 

3.3.1 Feminist Symbolism 

In order for us to understand the weight of feminism as a political movement on the symbols 

of Acne Studios AW15 collection we need to look at how to define the statements; “Gender 

Equality”, “Woman Power” and “Radical Feminist”. 

 

The “proper” definition of feminism as mentioned in the beginning of this paper is “the belief 

in the social, economic, and political equality of the sexes”
 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica 2016). 

However, according to D. Thompson (2001) a definition is something personal and she 

describes it as following: 

 

To define feminism is to take responsibility for what one says about 

feminism. It is a way of situating oneself and clarifying the standpoint from 

which one approaches the feminist project. And it is not only the author who 

must decide on the accuracy or otherwise of her own definition, but also the 

reader. By defining feminism, the authors is providing for the reader the 

opportunity to enter into debate. No discourse belongs solely to its author. 

Readers too participate in the creation of meaning. 

 

(Thompson, D.  2001, pp. 5-6) 

 

Mackay (2015, p. 332) said that there are several different types of feminism, all “from 

socialist feminists to Christian anarchists to radical lesbian feminists”. The term “Radical 

Feminist” that Acne Studios chose to have as a statement on their collection, has been 

described to differ from other types of feminism in the way that it blames women's oppression 

completely on the patriarchal society that is dominated by male power (Napikoski 2016). 

Radical feminism has been associated with another extreme theory; a hostile attitude towards 

transgender people (Elliot 2010). Germaine Greer, an icon within the radical feminist 

movement, motivated this by saying that they were not born women and are therefore not 

“real” women (Stark 2015).  

 

However, as D. Thompson (2001) explained, the meaning of definitions are individually 

decided, which tells us that it is up to each consumer to interpret and define the symbolic 

meanings of “Gender Equality”, “Women Power” and “Radical Feminist”. This relates to 

Bengtsson’s (2002) theory regarding brands being of polysemic character.  
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4 Conceptual Model 
 

From the theoretical framework we will empirically analyse the relationship between Brand 

Image, Consumer Behaviour and Feminist Statements In Marketing. From the research we 

have seen the connection that brand image and consumer behaviour affect each other through 

the consumer and brand finding congruence with their respective personalities. Feminist 

statements in fashion marketing will most likely not have a direct affect on brand image, but 

has to go via consumer behaviour, where the consumer either identifies with the brand or not. 

We formed following model based on our theoretical framework, which will be applied on the 

empirical study: 

 

 
Figure 3. Model of Feminist Statements In Marketing's effect on Brand Image 
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5 Empirical Findings 
 

During our two focus groups we showed pictures of the garments from Acne Studios with 

feminist symbols on (see appendix). The respondents were asked to react to the images and 

discuss the subject among each other. We had prepared an interview scheme with questions 

regarding the subject but to keep the discussion going in order to receive all the respondents 

thoughts we asked supplementary questions. To receive a different angle from the discussion 

we showed a picture of a garment from H&M stating a similar message (see appendix). The 

discussions proceeded for 50 minutes to 60 minutes each and we reached the following result. 

 

5.1 Semiotic Findings 

The first picture shown was the Acne Studios logotype (see appendix) and we asked the 

respondents to reflect on the brand. Some first reactions were comments such as “cool”, “high 

credibility”, “elitist”, “exclusivity”, “high creativity”, “widely praised”, “artistic” and 

“expensive but with low quality”. One respondent explained that when purchasing something 

from Acne Studios one is appreciating the entire experience that comes with it. “It is an 

authentic brand that shows all instances; bags, receipts etc. One pays for an entire aesthetic”. 

In one of the groups all respondents agreed when one respondent identified Acne Studios as 

“Sweden's leading fashion brand”.  

 

We followed up this discussion by showing images of the Acne Studios garments with 

“Gender Equality”, “Women Power” and “Radical Feminist” on. We asked the respondents to 

react to these images and then to discuss the meaning of the symbols. The general consensus 

was that they appreciated the initiative from Acne Studios. They all liked the idea of a fashion 

brand taking a political stand. Some of the respondents brought up that they were concerned 

with the intention of the political statements on their garments. One respondent said that she 

wondered whether they had the statements because they really wanted to promote the political 

movement, or if they mainly had them for a commercial purpose that would generate income, 

calling it a “cheap mean of sales”. She said that she did not want to buy something and 

thereby support the company if she was not sure that they actually stood by the message. 

Another respondent replied that it did not matter if they had a commercial purpose or not; “it 

does not matter since the message is something that I stand behind” claiming that the meaning 

of the message is honourable either way. One respondent was positive towards the initiative 

of politics in fashion by stating that “fashion and politics fit together perfectly” saying that the 

majority of companies seem too “afraid to take a political stand”. This argument was opposed 

by another respondent who said that it may not be all positive for a fashion brand to endorse a 

political movement: “I do not want feminism to be passing-fashion, like a short lived fashion 

trend that loses relevance after the season ends”. 

 

The other focus group followed a similar pattern when they discussed, where one respondent 

said that his first reaction was positive where he “really appreciated the message that Acne 

Studios conveyed” and he stated that it was positive that more people might become more 

aware of such political issues. However, he continued by saying that after the thrill of a 

fashion brand using political statements that he supported, he started to criticise that Acne 

Studios “made an important political matter into fashion”. Another respondent said that 

commercialising feminism is not necessarily negative since it could lead to acceptance among 

those who does not support the cause: “if a major company like Acne Studios raises the 
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question regarding feminism and equality, this might lead to a more positive image of the 

movement”.  

 

The respondents had different ideas on what the meanings behind the symbols were. 

Everyone mostly agreed that “Gender Equality” and “Women Power” had the same basic 

meaning, which was, as one respondent explained; “semi-powerful words to promote 

equality”. The “Radical Feminist” symbol was interpreted differently among the respondents. 

Some thought that this referred to having a radical view on feminism where some found the 

word radical to have a negative connotation and others interpreted the symbol as an 

ostentatious and powerful way of claiming feminism. One respondent thought that this 

symbol had an ironic output. She said that “usually when people use these kinds of symbols, 

they use them in an ironic way”. 

 

5.2 Trustworthiness of the Feminist Statements 

We asked the respondents to discuss whether they considered the feminist messages on Acne 

Studio’s pieces to be trustworthy. In the first focus group, one respondent said that she 

thought that it was highly unlikely that they would use statements that they do not stand 

behind. However, she did not know if Acne Studios implement feminism or gender equality 

in their corporate culture and doubted if Acne Studios considered themselves as radical 

feminists. None of the respondents were aware of what “Radical Feminism” is but everyone 

agreed that the term Radical is problematic. One asked if it was ever a positive thing to be 

called a “radical something”. Another respondent said that she found the statements to be 

trustworthy since “it is a Swedish brand and Sweden is known for having a relatively equal 

society”. She continued by claiming that while Acne Studios has a certain level of 

trustworthiness in this campaign, some brands that do not come from the same culture or 

corporate history may have difficulties in embracing these messages. She would have 

questioned if Gucci or Zara used a similar campaign. The discussion continued with the 

majority of the respondents requesting that Acne Studios took a more thorough political stand, 

embracing the feminist culture within their corporate culture. Another respondent stated that: 

“I would like to see that the company adapted feminism into the corporate culture, have 

gender quotas and such”. Another respondent said that “I do not think that people are very 

easily convinced. People notice more subtle messages, such as making a statement on 

International Women’s Day”. 

 

In order to identify if it mattered what company sent the message, we showed an image of a 

H&M t-shirt with their attempt at a similar statement: “Feminism - The Radical Notion That 

Women Are People”. One of the respondents reacted by saying that she found it to be a 

“shallow statement” since “they do not have equality in their factories [...] The employees, 

only women, work for 6 SEK a day in poor buildings”.  

 

In the second focus group they stated similar issues as the first group. Several respondents 

said that they were positive towards the messages but doubted if Acne Studios implied these 

statements in their company. One person said that she doubted that Acne Studios lived by 

their claims due to the absence of women on the highest corporate positions. Another 

respondent was concerned with Acne Studios taking credit from making honourable 

statements but she had not noticed any particular political actions except for “statements on 

garments”.  
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5.3 Level of Political Charge 

The discussion regarding politics intertwined with fashion continued when we asked the 

respondents how political they actually felt that these particular statements were. They all 

immediately answered that the symbols used in the Acne Studios collection were very 

politically charged, not least the one stating “Radical Feminist”. One respondent felt that they 

definitely adapted a political movement and another said that he doubted that they would put 

statements on their designs that they did not support.  

 

However, in one of the focus groups, someone criticised the actual political message, asking if 

“not everyone advocate gender equality today?” A discussion regarding the heaviness of the 

statement led to the whole group agreeing on the message being quite plain and predictable. 

“It would have been completely different if the symbol had stated ‘Socialism’, since they then 

automatically would have chosen a certain segment to target”, one respondent said. Everyone 

agreed and the discussion was led into why the feminist statements had to be done at all, since 

“it is so obvious today that people are advocating gender equality”. One respondent clarified 

that at least here in Sweden he “assumes that a local company takes stand in this kind of issue 

and acts as a role model to others”.  

 

The other group’s discussion took turn in the same direction when one respondent brought up 

the recently discussed topic regarding passing fashion. She highlighted that it is so trendy to 

call oneself a feminist today, and that this for some has become a “fashion-thing” rather than a 

political standpoint. “Worst case scenario is that feminism reaches a best-before-date and 

becomes uncool” she explained. Another respondent compared it to the Palestinian keffiyeh 

that “every fashion interested human being walked around with in 2006 without actually 

caring about its purpose”. “What does it really say, it's just a symbol on a sweater from a cool 

brand?” he said to clarify his point.  

 

Both focus groups reached the conclusion that this particular political message becomes 

watered down when intertwined with fashion like this. One respondent said she would never 

buy a piece from this collection with the motivation that it “reduces the seriousness of the 

issue of gender diversity”. One of the groups discussed the scenario of a customer buying a 

sweater stating “Radical Feminist” and concluded that he/ she most likely consumed it 

because of the brand. “I’d rather call these symbols of the brand than symbols of the feminist 

movement”. Both groups ended up agreeing on the fact that Acne Studios did not take 

political stand with this collection, but just created something that felt “right in time” and 

would work well commercially. However the respondents agreed on that they believed that 

Acne Studios had the intention of appearing like a feminist company through their products.  

 

5.4 Consumer Loyalty  

We asked all the respondents whether they had been interested in buying a piece from this 

collection and we received 1 “yes” and 11 “no”s. One respondent, who regularly consume at 

Acne Studios said that he always finds something but didn't feel any urge to buy any piece 

from this collection. We asked him if he had purchased anything after this collection and he 

answered: “Yes, of course. Acne Studios is my favourite brand”. Another respondent filled in: 

“This was just a small collection that I didn't like out of so, so many great ones. I was 

disappointed at the time, not because of the statements, but because it felt like a cheap 

business trick, but I knew they would deliver something better the next season”. Both groups 

discussed if a small collection that they did not sympathise with (aesthetically, politically, 

intentionally etc.) would make them stop consuming from that particular brand. They all 
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agreed that it did not matter in the big picture, unless the brand did something bad, “like use 

child labour or promote racism”. 
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6 Analysis 
 

Our research showed that consumers of Acne Studios appreciate the whole experience that 

comes with purchasing their products. Our respondents told us that Acne Studios felt “cool” 

and ”elitist” and the general impression from the groups was that they all saw Acne Studios as 

a top player in the Swedish fashion business. We can relate this to Levy’s (1959) theory 

regarding people's need to consume products not only for their function but for their symbolic 

meaning, which, according to Kressman et al. (2006), is more relevant for the consumers self. 

Belk (1988) argued that people's choices of consumption are self-defining. Malhotra (1988) 

said that consumers are looking to fulfil social needs with a purchase which is applicable on 

our study considering the respondents’ image of Acne Studios being quite “high status”, 

something Choi (2014) mentioned as an example of a social need. As Sirgy (1982) explained, 

consumers’ personality should match with the brand's personality, something we felt that the 

respondents showed. This also supports Simmel’s (1957) thoughts on how fashion functions 

as a symbol of collectivism and unity. 

 

The respondents also formed their image of the brand through the different environments that 

Ligas and Cotte (1999) included in their Brand Negotiation Process, where they weight their 

Individual Environment, Social Environment and Marketing Environment and thereby 

negotiating a brand meaning. They used their social environment by placing the marketing 

into their cultural context and also placing oneself into the context of feminist opinions.  

 

When discussing the garments with the political statements, they initially discussed the 

symbols through how well they identified with the political ideology. Kressman’s et al. (2006) 

concept of self-image congruence is hereby supported since respondents wanted to analyse 

the intention of this campaign. In other words they matched their own personality, and their 

personal values with what personality and values that they thought Acne Studios has. 

 

Something that was noticeably pervading in both of the focus groups’ discussions was how 

convinced they all were that they needed to feel that Acne Studios frequently worked and 

cared for the political issue they stated on their products, in order for them to buy, or even 

believe the statements. Everyone had a hard time believing that Acne Studios did this to show 

their values and concluded that the only thing that would make it trustworthy for a company 

to take action in a political manner would be to actually implement it into the company, rather 

than put it on their design. This finding goes hand in hand with Malhotra’s (1988) theory 

about people choosing brands that represent their self, since none of the respondents wanted 

to support something dishonest. It also confirms Sirgy’s (1982) sayings about values being an 

important factor for people's consumer behaviour and that the more the brand’s personality 

resonates with the consumer's personality the higher chance of sales. 

 

They repeatedly told us that they knew very little about the company's corporate culture to be 

able to give a straight answer whether this was good or not. When that is put in context with 

the example from H&M, it becomes clear that they based their arguments from what they 

knew. As one respondent said, she found their attempt of political stand “shallow” due to the 

companies disreputable ethics.  

 

The fact that the respondents all agreed that it is obvious that people advocate gender equality 

today, and the fact that someone pointed out that at least in Sweden it is, can be put in relation 

to Solomon’s et al. (2013) arguments regarding the concept of culture. They claimed that a 

society and the people in it share meanings, norms and traditions and that our personalities are 
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shaped by this cultural context. This theory explains why our respondents, all born and raised 

in Sweden, found Acne Studio’s feminist statements plain and predictable due to the gender 

equal culture that exists in the country.  

 

The fact that the respondents discussed whether Acne Studio’s or H&M’s campaigns and 

symbols were authentic or not can be referred to Holt (2002) who claimed that consumers 

become aware of branding strategies. The suspicion that the brands were making feminist 

claims with the main intention of selling products may be a result of consumers being aware 

of how brands try to build their brand image and therefore become critical. One respondent 

called Acne Studio’s marketing a “cheap mean of sales” which would also support Holt’s 

theory. The focus group acknowledged that people were not very easily convinced by the 

feminist claims and said that they appreciated when companies took action on the cause, 

which further confirms Holt’s theory on being critical towards branding strategies.  

 

The respondents were united about the lack of trustworthiness in Acne Studio’s collection. 

However, when we asked them about their interest in the collection and the ones after, the 

AW15 pieces had not changed their opinion about the brand. Two respondents clearly stated 

that they usually like what Acne Studios do but did not want anything from this collection and 

that they simply just ignored it. Oliver (1999) would say this is an example of personal 

feelings towards a brand and a strong identification with its image that has resulted in brand 

loyalty. It also relates to what Aaker (1997) said about brand image being the brand’s 

personality and Kressman’s et al. (2006) theory about self-image congruence, since the 

respondents clearly feel they have matched with the brand image.  

 

When shown the pictures of the garments, the respondents interpreted them differently. C.J. 

Thompson, Pollio and Locander (1994) discussed symbols being differently interpreted by 

people, and this was confirmed since some respondents initially had different ideas on how 

politically charged the symbols were. One respondent even said that these kinds of symbols 

occasionally seem ironic and this comment prove that everyone do not react the same when 

seeing these statements. One main topic of discussion was the term radical which they 

referred to the interpretation of the word as something negative. This can be associated to D. 

Thompson’s (2001) theory with individuals having different interpretations of definitions. 

Bengtsson (2002) said that branded goods were polysemic, which further establishes that the 

respondents had different ideas of how politically charged the products were. An indication 

that the symbols were interpreted differently was the comment on that the statements were 

mostly symbols of Acne Studios and its brand image rather than symbols of political opinions. 

 

As Kim and Hall (2014) argued, in order to succeed in fashion, companies must keep their 

products relevant. They also said that brand personality works the same way and depends on 

the current trends. The respondents showed knowledge in how fashion works when they 

talked about their predictions of feminism being just another fashion-trend, and with support 

from Salomon (2013) who highlighted the importance of launching your products in the right 

moment. This relates to Vrencoskas (2009) theory about political messages integrating 

successfully in fashion saying that it needs to be done accordingly with the original fashion 

cycle.  

 

The focus groups’ discussions regarding feminism becoming a trend when placed on fashion 

garments is interesting when put in regards to Khans (2000) example of Katherine Hamnett's 

political t-shirt in 1982. She argued that political messages on products are problematic since 

they will only stay relevant for that season, which is exactly what our respondents were 
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concerned about when discussing political statements on fashion clothing. Because of this, 

she also called political messages in fashion “hollow in content”, a statement similar to one of 

the respondents who called it “reduced seriousness of the issue”.  
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7 Discussion & Conclusion  
 

Our interpretation of the results from the empirical study of how political statements affect the 

brand image is that it is apparent that the actions that were taken by Acne Studios did not 

seem of very political weight. Our respondents said that they thought that the statements had 

political relevance and had zeitgeist but did not challenge today’s norms. We discovered that 

a statement that says “Gender Equality” or “Radical Feminist” on a piece of clothing is not a 

substantial political statement neither from the carrier of the garment nor from the company 

itself. However, we find that it has the potential to say something about the corporate values if 

the company live by its claims.  

 

According to Holt (2002), consumers see past obvious branding strategies, and this was 

proved by our respondents not inherently buying into what Acne Studios states as their 

political ideology. The respondents requested actions and implementation of the ideology that 

the company says that they support. Even though they like Acne Studio’s actions and admire 

the attempt of highlighting a political statement in modern culture, the statements remain 

shallow when presented in a context where consumers are not sure that the “ism” is 

implemented. We conclude that the symbols did not connect Acne Studios to feminism, a 

connection that a customer with a feminist ideology would need in order to find self-image 

congruence with the brand. The symbols remained symbols of Acne Studios, not building a 

bridge between the political movement and the company. 

 

We saw that the respondents found the specific statements to fall relatively flat when actually 

analysing what the symbols on Acne Studio’s collection meant. Consumers found the feminist 

statements to fall right in place with current values in society but the symbols are too general 

for them to consider Acne Studios as a foreground character in standing up for feminist ideals. 

The respondents saw the political standpoint in the messages, but did not consider the 

symbols to have made any type of grand impact. 

 

We conclude that the respondents do not view Acne Studios as a feminist company, which is 

supported by the fact that no one mentioned anything that has to do with feminism or gender 

equality when we asked them to discuss their thoughts on the brand. We derive this to the lack 

of implementation of the feminist standpoint in every part of the company, from sales and 

design to HR and finance. This would have increased trustworthiness, which would lead to a 

commercial success for the brand among our respondents and if implemented we predict that 

eventually customers will associate Acne Studios with feminism. Through our research, we 

acknowledge that people are too clever and used to advertising, as Holt (2002) argued, that 

statements on garments only become empty words.  

 

Our empirical research only supports our theoretical model in a short perspective; brand 

image is not directly affected by a brand using feminist statements in marketing. We find that 

people react to the statements, positively or negatively, but it does not influence their opinion 

on future collections. A political standpoint might affect the company's sales for that 

particular collection, but will not have enough impact to change the image that has been built 

up through previous collections and branding. Thereby we find that the theory that loyalty 

stems from a strong brand image is confirmed (Marconi 2000). We find that Acne Studio’s 

feminist statements on the garments have not had an influence on consumers’ view of neither 

the brand nor the political movement which is related to Kahn’s (2000) theory that political 

statements can not have political social impact when being season bound.  
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So, it has become clear to us that in order to gain trustworthiness in feminist statements in 

fashion, and subsequently change their brand image, a company needs to implement feminist 

ideals in its corporate culture. However, we remember Kim and Hall's (2014) arguments 

regarding a company's personality, and thereby brand image, and its importance of being fluid 

in order to stay relevant on the fashion market. From this, we draw the conclusion that Acne 

Studios did not have the intentions to be defined as a feminist brand. If they were, in fact, 

connected to a political statement, they would, as soon as that particular ideology were less 

current, be commercially irrelevant. By less current we mean that the ideology does not 

challenge any social norms. Feminism may be current right now, but has the potential to be 

“household” in the future. Tendencies of this were proven in our focus groups where 

respondents were quite indifferent towards the statements. We can see that the political 

climate is ever changing and statements such as “Gender Equality” or “Women Power” might 

not have any relevance whatsoever in the future. Therefore, we conclude that from a corporate 

economic view, it is best for prolonged relevance not to create a brand image based on a 

political movement. 

 

7.1 Applicability of Conceptual Model 

In summary, we have based this research on our question: “How are Swedish consumers’ 

perception of a high end fashion brand’s brand image affected by the company’s use of 

symbols of feminist statements on their products?” and reached the following conclusion. 

 

Our theoretical model is applicable on short term when using feminist statements in marketing 

in the fashion business. Our theoretical and empirical framework showed that political 

statements affect consumer behaviour for the period that the company uses the political 

statements in marketing. However the feminist statements does not have direct influence on 

the brand image when the campaign is only season bound. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Model of Feminist Statements in Marketing’s effect on Brand Image, Short-term  
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We conclude that, for Acne Studios to reach a closer relationship with the political movement 

that they stated, more effort would be required. Actions taken within the company towards 

gender equality will lead to feminist statements like mentioned becoming trustworthy for the 

consumer. This means that our model would look slightly different when it comes to long-

term affects of brand image.  

 

 

 
Figure 5. Model of Feminist Statements in Marketing’s effect on Brand Image, Long-term 

 

Brand image and consumer behaviour will always be connected do to self-image congruence. 

When adding Feminist Statements in Fashion Marketing for a longer period of time, that is 

making feminism as a part of the corporate culture, the marketing will have direct influence 

on the brand image. 
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8  Research Critique & Future Research Propositions 
 

Our proposition of developing research is to study a company implementing political 

standpoints for a longer period of time. Our conclusion was drawn from a company that used 

feminist statements in their marketing for a limited time, which includes one perspective of 

political marketing in fashion. For a long-term perspective on the issue we recommend a 

longitudinal study of a case where a company continuously market themselves with politics. 

This study is also limited to the current social climate. If this study were to be made in the 

future, there are several factors that could influence the result to be different but this research 

is relevant in the current age. 

 

A matter of criticism for our research is the size of the study. Our research is limited to a 

convenience sampling of people living in Stockholm. To increase generalizability the results 

over a wider population, another sample should be used. Time limitation prevented us from 

having more focus groups. This study also has limited applicability in different cultures. As 

discussed, the culture one lives in forms how one interprets symbols and therefore the result 

could be different in other cultures and countries. As for further studies within the field, we 

suggest researching political statements’ effect on brand image in different cultures. 

 

From the focus groups we found that all respondents were positive towards the feminist 

movement. This may have resulted in a reaction that would not have been if more respondents 

were not as positive towards feminism in general. We never requested that any respondent 

took political stand but it is reasonable to suspect that their own ideological belief may have 

influenced the findings. 

 

Our study is based around feminism as a political statement in fashion. Therefore, the result is 

limited to statements regarding feminism and is not applicable for all political statements in 

fashion. For a larger scale study it would be interesting to analyse if other political messages 

may change brand image or consumer behaviour. 
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